Mission Possible - Celebrating NFRC's 30th Anniversary

30 VOICES FOR 30 YEARS

Countless stories and actions have made 30 years of NFRC possible. Share your story to be added to our 30 Voices in 30 Years.

Read stories here

SAVE THE DATE

2019 FALL MEMBERSHIP MEETING

September 23 - 25, Charlotte, NC

Registration coming soon. Stay tuned!

NFRC Programs

IMPORTANT

Attention FenStar Licensees – Important News Regarding Verification Testing
To meet the EPA mandate to complete verification testing within the calendar year it was started, NFRC is streamlining the verification testing process. Throughout June and July, staff will be investigating ways to make the process more efficient for all stakeholders.

The initial steps of this process have already been implemented. First, the staff has modified how labs are notified of incoming verification test specimens. The second step in the process is to notify EPA of communication issues with licensees in a more timely manner. As of June 1, staff will be notifying EPA of any licensees that do not respond to requests for verification test samples after two unsuccessful attempts. It is imperative that licensees respond to requests for verification test specimens, and produce and ship the examples to the lab promptly.

In addition to unresponsive licensees, NFRC will formally notify EPA of issues regarding verification test specimens proactively. Such problems include, but are not limited to, extended delivery of samples based on the component or material availability, delayed responses from licensees and labs, incorrectly manufactured or misidentified specimens arriving at labs, and delays at the labs themselves.

As a reminder, these are the deadlines we have set for this year’s verification testing:

- 6/30/19 – All products submitted for FenStar Verification Testing (FVT) are received at the lab
- 9/30/19 – All Thermal testing is completed for FVT units
- 12/1/19 – All Component Evaluations are collected and processed by FenStar Staff

Please communicate any delays, issues, or questions to FenStar Staff (fcp@nfrc.org) as soon as possible. Full and open communication is imperative for the success of this program.

Staff would like to thank all licensees who have replied with verification test information, sent units to the lab, and provided certification information. We appreciate your cooperation with, and support of, the FenStar program.

If you have any questions, please email ivp@nfrc.org or (301) 589-1776.

NFRC attended the AIA 2019 Conference on Architecture in Las Vegas, June 6-8 along with thousands of industry experts. NFRC helped attendees learn how our data and research helps inform green building best practices and sustainability in buildings. Among the NFRC representatives were:

- **Daniel Huard**, Global GreenTag Americas CEO, NFRC Board Vice Chair, and a Global LEED Fellow
- **Tom Herron**, NFRC Senior Director of market development and engagement and a LEED Green Associate
- **Jeremy Browning**, NFRC Development Manager
Conferences / Meetings

June 2019

- AAMA and IGMA Summer Conferences, Victoria, British Columbia -- June 17 - 20

July 2019

- AIA Florida Chapter Event, Grande Lakes, FL -- July 25 - 28, 2019

September 2019

- NFRC 2019 Fall Membership Meeting, Charlotte, NC -- September 23 - 25

National Fenestration Rating Council

NFRC envisions a future where every window, door, and skylight purchase decision is made using the NFRC label to evaluate energy performance.